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ensuing negative publicity can have serious consequences both externally through a freeze or retraction of
donor funding and internally through reducing the availability of public funds and harming the credibility
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of serving governments and institutions corruption scandals and their global impacts tracks several major
corruption scandals across the world in a comparative analysis to assess the full impact of global corruption
over the course of the book the contributors deliberate the exposure and reporting of corruption scandals
demonstrate how corruption inhibits development on different levels and across different countries the
impact it has on the country in question how citizens and authorities respond to corruption and some local
regional and global policy and legislative measures to combat corruption the chapters examine the
transnational manifestation of corruption scandals around the world from developed countries and regions
such as the united states and the european union to bric countries brazil and russia to developing countries
such as belarus jamaica kenya and nigeria in each case chapters highlight the scandal its impact the local
regional and global responses and the subsequent global perceptions of the country concluding with a
review of the global impacts of corruption scandals this book provides an important comparative analysis
which will be useful to students and scholars of international development and politics as well as to
development practitioners donors politicians and policy makers the female voice of myanmar seeks to offer
a female perspective on the history and political evolution of myanmar it delves into the lives and works of
four of myanmar s remarkable women who set aside their lives to answer the call of their country khin
myo chit who spoke about latent sexual politics in pre independent burma ludu daw amar who as the
editor of the leftist ludu daily was deemed anti establishment and was witness to the socialist government s
abortive efforts at ethnic reconciliation ma thida whose writing bears testimony to the impact the
authoritative military rule had on the individual psyche and aung san suu kyi who has re articulated
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burmese nationalism this book breaks new ground in exploring their writing both published and hitherto
unexamined some in english and much in burmese while the intimate biographical sketches offer a
glimpse into the burmese home and the shifting feminine image building on the narratives explored in
volume one this publication recovers the story of a further seven black visitors to ireland in the decades
prior to the american civil war this volume examines each of these seven activists and artists and how their
unique and diverse talents contributed to the movement to abolish enslavement and to the demand for
black equality in an era that witnessed the rise of minstrelsy they provided a powerful counter argument
to the lie of black inferiority moreover their interactions with irish abolitionists helped to build a strong
transatlantic movement that had a global reach and impact the lives explored are ira aldridge the african
roscius william henry lane master juba william p powell elizabeth greenfield the black swan reuben nixon
james watkins and william h day individually and collectively they demonstrated the agency and power of
black involvement in the search for social justice this book will be of value to students and scholars alike
interested in modern european history and social and cultural history it would be fair to say that foreign aid
today is one of the most important factors in international relations and in the national economy of many
countries as well as one of the most researched fields in economics although much has been written on the
subject of foreign aid this book contributes by taking stock of knowledge in the field with chapters
summarizing long standing debates as well as the latest advances several contributions provide new
analytical insights or empirical evidence on different aspects of aid including how aid may be linked to
trade and the motives for aid giving as a whole the book demonstrates how researchers have dealt with
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increasingly complex issues over time both theoretical and empirical on the allocation impact and efficacy of
aid with aid policies placed at the center of the discussion in addition to students academics researchers and
policymakers involved in development economics and foreign aid this handbook will appeal to all those
interested in development issues and international policies this book analyzes the impact of the global
financial crisis and the great recession on the asian economy dilip k das delves into the most significant and
germane issues related to the asian economy during the crisis how it coped with them and how it
eventually emerged from them building on the first wild things volume oxbow books 2014 which aimed
to showcase the research putting archaeologists researching the palaeolithic and mesolithic at the cutting
edge of understanding humanity s past this collection of contributions presents recent research from an
international group of both early career and established scientists covering aspects of both palaeolithic and
mesolithic research in order to encourage dialogue between practitioners of archaeology of both periods
contributions are also geographically diverse touching on british european north american and asian
archaeology topics covered include transitional periods deer and people stone tool technologies pottery land
use antler frontlets and the development of prehistoric archaeology an age of wonder volume 1 text
volume 2 appendices how did the events of september 11 2001 come to be thought of as 9 11 the shock of
the news is an authoritative account of post 9 11 political and social processes offering an in depth analysis of
the media coverage of this momentous event brian monahan demonstrates how 9 11 has been transformed
into a morality tale centered on patriotism victimization and heroes introducing the idea of public drama as
a way of making sense of how media processed and packaged the 9 11 attacks for their audiences monahan
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not only illuminates how and why the coverage took shape as it did but also provides us with new insights
into the social cultural and political consequences of the attacks and their aftermath monahan explains how
and why 9 11 became such a potent symbol exploring how meanings and symbols get created reinforced
and disseminated in modern society ultimately monahan offers an important new understanding of this
singular event of our time and his compelling narrative brings the momentous events back into focus the
unprecedented economic success of south korea since the 1990s has led in turn to a large increase in the
number of immigrants and foreign workers in korean industries this book describes and explains the
experiences of discrimination and racism that foreigners and new koreans have faced in a multicultural
south korea it looks at how society has treated the foreigners and what their experiences have been given
that common discourse about race in korea surrounds issues of korean heterogeneity and pure blood
nationalism starting with critiques of korean scholarship and policy framework on multiculturalism this
book argues for the need to revisit the most fundamental aspect of multiculturalism the host population s
ability to respect new comers rather than discriminate against them the author employs a critical realist
understanding of racism and attempts to identify long lasting institutional factors which make korean
society less than welcoming new or temporary koreans a large number of new reportages are identified
and systematically analysed based on the principles of grounded theory method the findings show that
nouveau riche nationalism and pure blood nationalism are widely practised when koreans deal with
foreigners as a newly industrialised and highly successful nation korean society is still in transition and
treats foreigners according to economic standard of their countries of origin as one of the very first books in
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english about foreigners experiences of korean nationalism multiculturalism and discrimination it will be of
great interest to students and scholars of sociology ethnic studies asian studies korean studies media studies
and cultural studies has the world changed since september 11 2001 it has for at least one band of
subversive operatives who scheme in the shadows to ambush politicians i m speaking of course of the small
yet poorly organized cells of individuals who take advantage of the freedoms this nation provides in order
to carry out their roles as political cartoonists i m one of them and this is my story i ve operated inside these
borders for many years confounding immigration officials by the simple yet elegant strategy of being born
here the primary targets of my drawing have always been the leaders of my own government from city
council to congress to the president that s what cartoonists do and that s what the public expects of us but
what happens when an enemy force attacks the government not with sarcasm and satire but with
commercial aircraft loaded with jet fuel and destroys national landmarks in new york city and washington
d c killing thousands of people in the immediate aftermath of the september 11 attack a lot of things
changed and i felt like one of them was my job description no more mucking around with gary condit the
social security lock box was now a dead issue and while it was tempting to make something of the
president s disappearing act in air force one on that day it s tough to attack the commander in chief when
the united states itself has just been attacked this book contains a collection of my cartoons from that day
forward this is a comprehensive edition of maxwell s manuscript papers published virtually complete and
largely for the first time essays and other short works on hegel heidegger nietzsche burke stepelevich
schopenhauer plotinus mary walker edgar bauer mental imagery the principle of sufficient reason special
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collections librarianship psychiatry time contract bridge etc at the height of the great game in central asia in
the run up to world war i and the aftermath of the second afghan war the region of afghanistan became
particularly significant for both great britain and russia afghanistan and the defence of empire explores the
relationship between british and afghan rulers during the crucial period of the reign of amir habibullah
khan as the british sought to safeguard their indian empire from the threat of imperial russia with russia s
defeat at the hands of the japanese in 1905 and the rise of germany as a superpower the need to end the
rivalry took on the utmost importance efforts which culminated in the singing of the anglo russian
convention in 1907 as the history of afghanistan becomes ever more crucial for the understanding of its
present military and political situation this book will be of vital interest for students of history central asian
studies military history and international relations carl blegen is the most famous american archaeologist
ever to work in greece and no american has ever had a greater impact on greek archaeology yet blegen
unlike several others of his generation has found no biographer in part the explanation for this must lie in
the fact that his life was so multifaceted not only was he instrumental in creating the field of aegean
prehistory but blegen his wife and their best friends the hills the family were also significant forces in the
social and intellectual community of athens authors who have contributed to this book have each
researched one aspect of blegen s life drawing on copious documentation in the united states england and
greece the result is a biography that sets blegen and his closest colleagues in the social and academic milieu
that gave rise to the discipline of classical archaeology in greece a very clear and forcefully argued
treatment of the drive for cultural independence in the confederacy it is based on exhaustive study of
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periodicals pamphlets and all kinds of printed g matter produced during the civil war a most original and
significant contribution to southern intellectual history and to the history of the confederacy george c rable
author of fredericksburg fredericksburg this carefully and exhaustively researched book brings into sharp
focus the sheer number and the sheer persistence of editors and educators who sought to create an
intellectual culture in the south bernath s admirable study corrects anyone who thinks that wartime
turmoil shut down the full throated cry of antebellum southern partisanship steven slowe author of
doctoring the south southern physicians and everyday medicine in the mid nineteenth century during ihe
civil war confederates fought for much more than their political independence they also fought to prove
the distinctiveness of ihe southern people and to legitimate their desire for a separate national existence
through ihe creation of a uniquely southern literature and culture in this important new hook michael
rlernalh follows the activities of a group of southern writers thinkers editors publishers educators and
ministers whom he labels confederate cultural nationalists in order to trace the rise and fall of a cultural
movement dedicated to liberating the south from its longtime dependence on northern hooks periodicals
and teachers this struggle for confederate intellectual independence was seen as a vital part of the larger
war effort for southern nationalists independence won on the battlefield would he meaningless as long as
southerners remained in a stale of cultural vassalage to their enemy bernalh s exhaustive research into
confederate print literature reveals that ihe war did not stop cultural life in ihe south instead wartime
isolation sparked a tremendous literary outpouring as southern writers and publishers rushed lo provide
their new nation with its own native literature one that surpassed in diversity and circulation anything
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before seen in the south as the production of new confederate periodicals books and textbooks accelerated at
an astonishing rale and southerners look steps toward establishing their own native system of education
cultural nationalists believed they saw the confederacy coalescing into a true nation but it was not to be in
the end confederates proved no more able to win their intellectual independence than their political
freedom though they struggled mightily for both by analyzing the motives driving the struggle for
confederate intellectual independence by charting its wartime accomplishments and by assessing its failures
bernath makes provocative arguments about the nature of confederate nationalism life within the
confederacy and the perception of southern cultural distinctiveness shakespeare in singapore provides the
first detailed and sustained study of the role of shakespeare in singaporean theatre education and culture
this book tracks the role and development of shakespeare in education from the founding of modern
singapore to the present day drawing on sources such as government and school records the entire span of
singapore s newspaper archives playbills interviews with educators and theatre professionals and existing
academic sources by uniting the critical interest in singaporean theatre with the substantial body of
scholarship that concerns global shakespeare the author overs a broad yet in depth exploration of the ways
in which singaporean approaches to shakespeare have been shaped by and respond to cultural work going
on elsewhere in asia a vital read for all students and scholars of shakespeare shakespeare in singapore offers
a unique examination of the cultural impact of shakespeare beyond its usual footing in the western world
includes its papers a truly remarkable person caroline macdonald 1874 1931 was a canadian woman who
spent almost her entire working life in japan and who played a significant role there in both the
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establishment of the ywca and in prison reform a native of wingham ontario she was one of the first
women to attend the university of toronto where in 1901 she graduated with honours in mathematics and
physics but rather than follow an academic career she opted in 1904 through her connections with the
presbyterian church and the ywca in canada and the united states to move to tokyo to work as a lay
missionary and social worker during the 1920s she was the best known foreign woman in tokyo in a heart
at leisure from itself margaret prang follows caroline macdonald s life and career focusing on her work in
japan on behalf of incarcerated criminals working mostly with male prisoners and their families macdonald
became an international interpreter of the movement for prison reform work for which she is still warmly
remembered in japan she regarded herself as a missionary but was also highly critical of much missionary
endeavour her own work being more in the practical than spiritual realm her death in 1931 elicited
tributes from all over the world particularly from japan perhaps the most fitting came from arima
shirosuke the prison governor with whom macdonald worked most closely reflecting on her life arima
observed that he thought it was her absolute conviction that every human being was a child of god and her
effortless practice of that faith that placed macdonald beyond every prejudice of religion race or class she
was he said a heart at leisure from itself this book throws light on japanese canadian relations in the first
few decades of this century macdonald s career reveals the cross cultural influence of the ywca in japan the
role of the protestant churches there and the evolution of prison reform in japan and the people involved in
it this is an urgently needed book that explores a number of different concepts of childhood in 21st century
the book throughout considers enduring topics and new concepts of childhood and initiates a number of
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questions that students of education childhood and early childhood studies can engage as lines of inquiries
the book offers a multidisciplinary approach of the child today that influences practice policy and education
and offers diverse dimensions to provoke our thinking dr ioanna palaiologou institute of education
university college london how we understand what childhood means in today s society is constantly
changing and the rate of this change is unprecedented this new edited book explores what it really means
to be a child of the 21st century and how we as professionals researchers parents and adults can understand
an environment seemingly in constant flux each chapter seeks to explore and problematise some of the
different labels that we give to children in an attempt to understand their contemporary experiences from
the regulated child to the stressed child to the poor child the book covers a wide array of key issues in
contemporary childhood including obesity risk special needs wellbeing and poverty the pace of change in
childhood can be daunting but this book helps students practitioners and researchers to explore and
understand the variety of issues affecting children in the uk and all over the world a collection of essays
edited by the novelist and short story writer takes on the questions of trauma and loss in works by
elizabeth baer jill bennett peter brooks toni morrison geoffrey hartmann claire kahane james berger and
others original social science maria s rye a woman motivated by both feminist and philanthropic ideals
devoted her life to the migration of women and girls out of england this biography gives an account of rye
s activities from her early engagement with liberal feminism through her association with the langham
place group in the 1850s her work as a journalist and with the society for promoting women s employment
through to her efforts in women s and children s emigration between 1861 and 1896 maria s rye sent many
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hundreds of single women out to australia new zealand and south africa and more than four thousand
children to canada all with the promise of a better life in the british colonies than they could expect at
home in england like many nineteenth century advocates of emigration she saw it as a panacea for many
social ills taking people from impoverishment in the old world to the hope of better prospects in the new
unlike other advocates she linked this enthusiasm for emigration with the ideals of liberal feminism
arguing that women and girls should share the opportunities for advancement that the colonies offered to
men and boys rye played a central role in developing organizations to facilitate the migration of women
and girls starting with the female middle class emigration society in 1861 after 1869 she concentrated on
the migration of so called gutter children to canada where her pioneering efforts were followed by
numerous other philanthropic associates such as barnardo this biography analyzes how feminism and
philanthropy intertwined in her activities and how her early concerns with the rights of women to
economic opportunity came to be over ridden by an authoritarian streak that led to the tragic excesses of
her work in juvenile migration
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corruption scandals receive significant press coverage and scrutiny from practitioners of global governance
and bilateral and multilateral donors across the globe the annual publication of ti s cpi and world bank s
worldwide governance indicators elicits spirited denials and accusations of targeting of neo colonialism poor
measures on corruption indices and the ensuing negative publicity can have serious consequences both
externally through a freeze or retraction of donor funding and internally through reducing the availability
of public funds and harming the credibility of serving governments and institutions corruption scandals and
their global impacts tracks several major corruption scandals across the world in a comparative analysis to
assess the full impact of global corruption over the course of the book the contributors deliberate the
exposure and reporting of corruption scandals demonstrate how corruption inhibits development on
different levels and across different countries the impact it has on the country in question how citizens and
authorities respond to corruption and some local regional and global policy and legislative measures to
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combat corruption the chapters examine the transnational manifestation of corruption scandals around the
world from developed countries and regions such as the united states and the european union to bric
countries brazil and russia to developing countries such as belarus jamaica kenya and nigeria in each case
chapters highlight the scandal its impact the local regional and global responses and the subsequent global
perceptions of the country concluding with a review of the global impacts of corruption scandals this book
provides an important comparative analysis which will be useful to students and scholars of international
development and politics as well as to development practitioners donors politicians and policy makers

Corruption Scandals and their Global Impacts

1968-01-01

the female voice of myanmar seeks to offer a female perspective on the history and political evolution of
myanmar it delves into the lives and works of four of myanmar s remarkable women who set aside their
lives to answer the call of their country khin myo chit who spoke about latent sexual politics in pre
independent burma ludu daw amar who as the editor of the leftist ludu daily was deemed anti
establishment and was witness to the socialist government s abortive efforts at ethnic reconciliation ma
thida whose writing bears testimony to the impact the authoritative military rule had on the individual
psyche and aung san suu kyi who has re articulated burmese nationalism this book breaks new ground in
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exploring their writing both published and hitherto unexamined some in english and much in burmese
while the intimate biographical sketches offer a glimpse into the burmese home and the shifting feminine
image

The Female Voice of Myanmar

2024-03-29

building on the narratives explored in volume one this publication recovers the story of a further seven
black visitors to ireland in the decades prior to the american civil war this volume examines each of these
seven activists and artists and how their unique and diverse talents contributed to the movement to abolish
enslavement and to the demand for black equality in an era that witnessed the rise of minstrelsy they
provided a powerful counter argument to the lie of black inferiority moreover their interactions with irish
abolitionists helped to build a strong transatlantic movement that had a global reach and impact the lives
explored are ira aldridge the african roscius william henry lane master juba william p powell elizabeth
greenfield the black swan reuben nixon james watkins and william h day individually and collectively
they demonstrated the agency and power of black involvement in the search for social justice this book
will be of value to students and scholars alike interested in modern european history and social and cultural
history
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it would be fair to say that foreign aid today is one of the most important factors in international relations
and in the national economy of many countries as well as one of the most researched fields in economics
although much has been written on the subject of foreign aid this book contributes by taking stock of
knowledge in the field with chapters summarizing long standing debates as well as the latest advances
several contributions provide new analytical insights or empirical evidence on different aspects of aid
including how aid may be linked to trade and the motives for aid giving as a whole the book demonstrates
how researchers have dealt with increasingly complex issues over time both theoretical and empirical on
the allocation impact and efficacy of aid with aid policies placed at the center of the discussion in addition to
students academics researchers and policymakers involved in development economics and foreign aid this
handbook will appeal to all those interested in development issues and international policies
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this book analyzes the impact of the global financial crisis and the great recession on the asian economy dilip
k das delves into the most significant and germane issues related to the asian economy during the crisis
how it coped with them and how it eventually emerged from them

Foreign Affairs Research Papers Available

1987

building on the first wild things volume oxbow books 2014 which aimed to showcase the research putting
archaeologists researching the palaeolithic and mesolithic at the cutting edge of understanding humanity s
past this collection of contributions presents recent research from an international group of both early career
and established scientists covering aspects of both palaeolithic and mesolithic research in order to encourage
dialogue between practitioners of archaeology of both periods contributions are also geographically diverse
touching on british european north american and asian archaeology topics covered include transitional
periods deer and people stone tool technologies pottery land use antler frontlets and the development of
prehistoric archaeology an age of wonder
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how did the events of september 11 2001 come to be thought of as 9 11 the shock of the news is an
authoritative account of post 9 11 political and social processes offering an in depth analysis of the media
coverage of this momentous event brian monahan demonstrates how 9 11 has been transformed into a
morality tale centered on patriotism victimization and heroes introducing the idea of public drama as a way
of making sense of how media processed and packaged the 9 11 attacks for their audiences monahan not
only illuminates how and why the coverage took shape as it did but also provides us with new insights
into the social cultural and political consequences of the attacks and their aftermath monahan explains how
and why 9 11 became such a potent symbol exploring how meanings and symbols get created reinforced
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and disseminated in modern society ultimately monahan offers an important new understanding of this
singular event of our time and his compelling narrative brings the momentous events back into focus
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the unprecedented economic success of south korea since the 1990s has led in turn to a large increase in the
number of immigrants and foreign workers in korean industries this book describes and explains the
experiences of discrimination and racism that foreigners and new koreans have faced in a multicultural
south korea it looks at how society has treated the foreigners and what their experiences have been given
that common discourse about race in korea surrounds issues of korean heterogeneity and pure blood
nationalism starting with critiques of korean scholarship and policy framework on multiculturalism this
book argues for the need to revisit the most fundamental aspect of multiculturalism the host population s
ability to respect new comers rather than discriminate against them the author employs a critical realist
understanding of racism and attempts to identify long lasting institutional factors which make korean
society less than welcoming new or temporary koreans a large number of new reportages are identified
and systematically analysed based on the principles of grounded theory method the findings show that
nouveau riche nationalism and pure blood nationalism are widely practised when koreans deal with
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foreigners as a newly industrialised and highly successful nation korean society is still in transition and
treats foreigners according to economic standard of their countries of origin as one of the very first books in
english about foreigners experiences of korean nationalism multiculturalism and discrimination it will be of
great interest to students and scholars of sociology ethnic studies asian studies korean studies media studies
and cultural studies

The Asian Economy

1977

has the world changed since september 11 2001 it has for at least one band of subversive operatives who
scheme in the shadows to ambush politicians i m speaking of course of the small yet poorly organized cells
of individuals who take advantage of the freedoms this nation provides in order to carry out their roles as
political cartoonists i m one of them and this is my story i ve operated inside these borders for many years
confounding immigration officials by the simple yet elegant strategy of being born here the primary
targets of my drawing have always been the leaders of my own government from city council to congress
to the president that s what cartoonists do and that s what the public expects of us but what happens when
an enemy force attacks the government not with sarcasm and satire but with commercial aircraft loaded
with jet fuel and destroys national landmarks in new york city and washington d c killing thousands of
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people in the immediate aftermath of the september 11 attack a lot of things changed and i felt like one of
them was my job description no more mucking around with gary condit the social security lock box was
now a dead issue and while it was tempting to make something of the president s disappearing act in air
force one on that day it s tough to attack the commander in chief when the united states itself has just been
attacked this book contains a collection of my cartoons from that day forward

List of Publications
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this is a comprehensive edition of maxwell s manuscript papers published virtually complete and largely
for the first time

Wild Things 2.0

2006

essays and other short works on hegel heidegger nietzsche burke stepelevich schopenhauer plotinus mary
walker edgar bauer mental imagery the principle of sufficient reason special collections librarianship
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at the height of the great game in central asia in the run up to world war i and the aftermath of the second
afghan war the region of afghanistan became particularly significant for both great britain and russia
afghanistan and the defence of empire explores the relationship between british and afghan rulers during
the crucial period of the reign of amir habibullah khan as the british sought to safeguard their indian
empire from the threat of imperial russia with russia s defeat at the hands of the japanese in 1905 and the
rise of germany as a superpower the need to end the rivalry took on the utmost importance efforts which
culminated in the singing of the anglo russian convention in 1907 as the history of afghanistan becomes
ever more crucial for the understanding of its present military and political situation this book will be of
vital interest for students of history central asian studies military history and international relations
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carl blegen is the most famous american archaeologist ever to work in greece and no american has ever had
a greater impact on greek archaeology yet blegen unlike several others of his generation has found no
biographer in part the explanation for this must lie in the fact that his life was so multifaceted not only was
he instrumental in creating the field of aegean prehistory but blegen his wife and their best friends the
hills the family were also significant forces in the social and intellectual community of athens authors who
have contributed to this book have each researched one aspect of blegen s life drawing on copious
documentation in the united states england and greece the result is a biography that sets blegen and his
closest colleagues in the social and academic milieu that gave rise to the discipline of classical archaeology in
greece

Advances in Networks, Computing and Communications 3

1911

a very clear and forcefully argued treatment of the drive for cultural independence in the confederacy it is
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based on exhaustive study of periodicals pamphlets and all kinds of printed g matter produced during the
civil war a most original and significant contribution to southern intellectual history and to the history of
the confederacy george c rable author of fredericksburg fredericksburg this carefully and exhaustively
researched book brings into sharp focus the sheer number and the sheer persistence of editors and educators
who sought to create an intellectual culture in the south bernath s admirable study corrects anyone who
thinks that wartime turmoil shut down the full throated cry of antebellum southern partisanship steven
slowe author of doctoring the south southern physicians and everyday medicine in the mid nineteenth
century during ihe civil war confederates fought for much more than their political independence they
also fought to prove the distinctiveness of ihe southern people and to legitimate their desire for a separate
national existence through ihe creation of a uniquely southern literature and culture in this important new
hook michael rlernalh follows the activities of a group of southern writers thinkers editors publishers
educators and ministers whom he labels confederate cultural nationalists in order to trace the rise and fall of
a cultural movement dedicated to liberating the south from its longtime dependence on northern hooks
periodicals and teachers this struggle for confederate intellectual independence was seen as a vital part of
the larger war effort for southern nationalists independence won on the battlefield would he meaningless
as long as southerners remained in a stale of cultural vassalage to their enemy bernalh s exhaustive research
into confederate print literature reveals that ihe war did not stop cultural life in ihe south instead wartime
isolation sparked a tremendous literary outpouring as southern writers and publishers rushed lo provide
their new nation with its own native literature one that surpassed in diversity and circulation anything
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before seen in the south as the production of new confederate periodicals books and textbooks accelerated at
an astonishing rale and southerners look steps toward establishing their own native system of education
cultural nationalists believed they saw the confederacy coalescing into a true nation but it was not to be in
the end confederates proved no more able to win their intellectual independence than their political
freedom though they struggled mightily for both by analyzing the motives driving the struggle for
confederate intellectual independence by charting its wartime accomplishments and by assessing its failures
bernath makes provocative arguments about the nature of confederate nationalism life within the
confederacy and the perception of southern cultural distinctiveness
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shakespeare in singapore provides the first detailed and sustained study of the role of shakespeare in
singaporean theatre education and culture this book tracks the role and development of shakespeare in
education from the founding of modern singapore to the present day drawing on sources such as
government and school records the entire span of singapore s newspaper archives playbills interviews with
educators and theatre professionals and existing academic sources by uniting the critical interest in
singaporean theatre with the substantial body of scholarship that concerns global shakespeare the author
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overs a broad yet in depth exploration of the ways in which singaporean approaches to shakespeare have
been shaped by and respond to cultural work going on elsewhere in asia a vital read for all students and
scholars of shakespeare shakespeare in singapore offers a unique examination of the cultural impact of
shakespeare beyond its usual footing in the western world
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includes its papers

Reciprocity with Canada

2002

a truly remarkable person caroline macdonald 1874 1931 was a canadian woman who spent almost her
entire working life in japan and who played a significant role there in both the establishment of the ywca
and in prison reform a native of wingham ontario she was one of the first women to attend the university
of toronto where in 1901 she graduated with honours in mathematics and physics but rather than follow an
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academic career she opted in 1904 through her connections with the presbyterian church and the ywca in
canada and the united states to move to tokyo to work as a lay missionary and social worker during the
1920s she was the best known foreign woman in tokyo in a heart at leisure from itself margaret prang
follows caroline macdonald s life and career focusing on her work in japan on behalf of incarcerated
criminals working mostly with male prisoners and their families macdonald became an international
interpreter of the movement for prison reform work for which she is still warmly remembered in japan
she regarded herself as a missionary but was also highly critical of much missionary endeavour her own
work being more in the practical than spiritual realm her death in 1931 elicited tributes from all over the
world particularly from japan perhaps the most fitting came from arima shirosuke the prison governor
with whom macdonald worked most closely reflecting on her life arima observed that he thought it was
her absolute conviction that every human being was a child of god and her effortless practice of that faith
that placed macdonald beyond every prejudice of religion race or class she was he said a heart at leisure
from itself this book throws light on japanese canadian relations in the first few decades of this century
macdonald s career reveals the cross cultural influence of the ywca in japan the role of the protestant
churches there and the evolution of prison reform in japan and the people involved in it
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Nouveau-riche Nationalism and Multiculturalism in Korea

1990

this is an urgently needed book that explores a number of different concepts of childhood in 21st century
the book throughout considers enduring topics and new concepts of childhood and initiates a number of
questions that students of education childhood and early childhood studies can engage as lines of inquiries
the book offers a multidisciplinary approach of the child today that influences practice policy and education
and offers diverse dimensions to provoke our thinking dr ioanna palaiologou institute of education
university college london how we understand what childhood means in today s society is constantly
changing and the rate of this change is unprecedented this new edited book explores what it really means
to be a child of the 21st century and how we as professionals researchers parents and adults can understand
an environment seemingly in constant flux each chapter seeks to explore and problematise some of the
different labels that we give to children in an attempt to understand their contemporary experiences from
the regulated child to the stressed child to the poor child the book covers a wide array of key issues in
contemporary childhood including obesity risk special needs wellbeing and poverty the pace of change in
childhood can be daunting but this book helps students practitioners and researchers to explore and
understand the variety of issues affecting children in the uk and all over the world
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Report

2022-12-23

a collection of essays edited by the novelist and short story writer takes on the questions of trauma and loss
in works by elizabeth baer jill bennett peter brooks toni morrison geoffrey hartmann claire kahane james
berger and others original social science
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maria s rye a woman motivated by both feminist and philanthropic ideals devoted her life to the migration
of women and girls out of england this biography gives an account of rye s activities from her early
engagement with liberal feminism through her association with the langham place group in the 1850s her
work as a journalist and with the society for promoting women s employment through to her efforts in
women s and children s emigration between 1861 and 1896 maria s rye sent many hundreds of single
women out to australia new zealand and south africa and more than four thousand children to canada all
with the promise of a better life in the british colonies than they could expect at home in england like
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many nineteenth century advocates of emigration she saw it as a panacea for many social ills taking people
from impoverishment in the old world to the hope of better prospects in the new unlike other advocates
she linked this enthusiasm for emigration with the ideals of liberal feminism arguing that women and girls
should share the opportunities for advancement that the colonies offered to men and boys rye played a
central role in developing organizations to facilitate the migration of women and girls starting with the
female middle class emigration society in 1861 after 1869 she concentrated on the migration of so called
gutter children to canada where her pioneering efforts were followed by numerous other philanthropic
associates such as barnardo this biography analyzes how feminism and philanthropy intertwined in her
activities and how her early concerns with the rights of women to economic opportunity came to be over
ridden by an authoritarian streak that led to the tragic excesses of her work in juvenile migration
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Ruminations, Volume 4: Gloria! Selected Philosophical, Historical, and
Ideological Papers
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Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Printing, Showing the
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